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Preface
Data Analytics is changing the business world—data simply surrounds
us! So much data is available to businesses about each of us—how
we shop, what we read, what we buy, what music we listen to, where
we travel, whom we trust, where we invest our time and money, etc.
Accountants can create value by addressing fundamental business
and accounting questions using data analytics.

All accountants must develop data analytic skills to address the
needs of the profession in the future. Data Analytics for Accounting,
2e recognizes that accountants don’t need to become data scientists
—they may never need to build a data repository or do the real hard-
core Data Analytics or learn how to program a computer to do
machine learning. However, there are seven skills that analytic-
minded accountants must have to be prepared for a data-filled world,
including:

1. An analytics mindset—recognize when and how Data Analytics can
address accounting questions.

2. Data scrubbing and data preparation—comprehend the process
needed to extract (query), clean and prepare the data before
analysis.

3. Data quality—recognize what is meant by data quality, be it
completeness, reliability, or validity.

4. Descriptive data analysis—perform basic analysis to understand the
quality of the underlying data and their ability to address the business
question.

5. Data analysis through data manipulation—demonstrate ability to sort,
rearrange, merge, and reconfigure data in a manner that allows
enhanced analysis.
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6. Problem solving through statistical data analysis—identify and
implement an approach that will use statistical data analysis to draw
conclusions and make recommendations on a timely basis.

7. Data visualization and data reporting—report results of analysis in an
accessible way to each varied decision maker and his or her specific
needs.

Consistent with these skills, it’s important to recognize that Data
Analytics is a process. The process begins by identifying business
questions that can be addressed with data, extracting and testing the
data, refining our testing, and finally, communicating those findings to
management. Data Analytics for Accounting, 2e describes this
process by relying on an established data analytics model called the
IMPACT cycle1

1. Identify the question.
2. Master the data.
3. Perform test plan.
4. Address and refine results.
5. Communicate insights.
6. Track outcomes

 



Adapted from Win with Advanced Business Analytics: Creating
Business Value from Your Data, by Jean Paul Isson and Jesse S.
Harriott.

The IMPACT cycle is described in the first four chapters and then
the process is illustrated in audit, managerial accounting, financial
accounting and tax in Chapters 5-9, adding an all-new tax chapter to
Data Analytics for Accounting, 2e. In response to instructor feedback,
Data Analytics for Accounting, 2e now also includes two new project
chapters, giving students a chance to practice the full IMPACT model
with multiple labs that build on each other.

Data Analytics for Accounting, 2e emphasizes hands-on practice.
Students are provided with hands-on instruction (e.g., click-by-click
instructions, screenshots, etc.) on datasets within the chapter; within
the end-of-chapter materials; and in the labs at the end of each
chapter. Throughout the text, students identify questions, extract and
download data, perform testing, and then communicate the results of
that testing.

The use of real-world data is highlighted by using data from
LendingClub, College Scorecard, Dillard’s, the State of Oklahoma,
as well as other data from our labs. In particular, we emphasize the
rich data from Dillard’s sales transactions that we use in more than
fifteen of the labs throughout the text (including Chapter 11).



Data Analytics for Accounting, 2e also emphasizes the various
data analysis tools students will use throughout the rest of their career
—Microsoft Excel, Microsoft Access (including SQL), Tableau (free
student license), IDEA (free student license), and Weka (free student
license). Using multiple tools allows students to learn which tool is
best suited for the necessary data analysis, data visualization, and
communication of the insights gained—for example, which tool is
easiest for internal controls testing, which is best for analysis or
querying (using SQL) big datasets, which is best for data
visualizations, and so on.

1Jean Paul Isson and Jesse S. Harriott, Win with Advanced Business Analytics: Creating
Business Value from Your Data (Hoboken, NJ: Wiley, 2013).
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Key Features
Emphasis on Skills: Working through the IMPACT cycle framework,
students will learn problem assessment, data preparation, data
analysis, data visualization, control contesting, and more.
Emphasis on Hands-On Practice: Students will be provided hands-
on learning (click-by-click instructions with screenshots) on datasets
within each chapter, within the end-of-chapter materials, and in the
labs and comprehensive cases.
Emphasis on Datasets: To illustrate data analysis techniques and
skills, multiple practice datasets (audit, financial, and managerial
data) will be used in every chapter. Students gain real-world
experience working with data from LendingClub, Dillard’s, College
Scorecard, the State of Oklahoma, as well as financial statement
data (via XBRL) from Fortune 100 companies.
Emphasis on Tools: Students will learn how to conduct data
analysis using Excel Access (including SQL), Tableau (free student
license), IDEA (free student license), and Weka (free student
license). Students will compare and contrast the different tools to
determine which are best suited for basic data analysis and data
visualization, which are easiest for internal controls testing, which are
best for SQL queries, and so on.



©Tableau Software, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Main Text Features
Chapter Maps
These maps provide a guide of what we’re going to cover in the
chapter as well as a guide of what we’ve just learned and what’s
coming next.

Chapter-Opening Vignettes
Because companies are facing the new and exciting opportunities with



their use of Data Analytics to help with accounting and business
decisions, we detail what they’re doing and why in our chapter-
opening vignettes.

Learning Objectives
We feature learning objectives at the beginning of each chapter.
Having these learning objectives provides students with an overview
of the concepts to be taught in the chapter and the labs.

Progress Checks
Periodic progress check questions are posed to the students
throughout each chapter. These checks provoke the student to stop
and consider the concepts presented.
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End-of-Chapter Materials
Answers to Progress Checks
Allow students to evaluate if they are on track with their understanding
of the materials presented in the chapter.

Multiple Choice Questions
Quickly assess student’s knowledge of chapter content.
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Discussion Questions
Provide questions for group discussion.

 

Problems
Challenge the student’s ability to see relationships in the learning
objectives by employing higher-level thinking and analytical skills.

Labs
Give students hands-on experience working with different types of
data and the tools used to analyze them. Students will conduct data
analysis using Excel, Access (including SQL), Tableau, IDEA, XBRL,



and Weka.

Comprehensive Cases
Use a real-life Big Data set based on Dillard’s actual company data.
This dataset allows students to build their skills and test their
conclusions across concepts covered in each chapter. The
Comprehensive Cases can be followed continuously from the first
chapter or picked up at any later point in the book; enough information
is provided to ensure students can get right to work.
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Data Analytics for Accounting,
2e Content Updates
General Updates for the 2nd Edition
Added additional End-of-Chapter Multiple Choice Questions and
Problems throughout the text.
Significantly revised many End-of-Chapter Problems for availability
and auto-grading within Connect.
Revised and added many new Discussion Questions in most
chapters.

Chapter by Chapter Updates
Specific chapter changes for Data Analytics for Accounting, 2nd
Edition, are as follows:

Chapter 1
Updated the opening vignette and statistics on Alibaba sales and use
of e-commerce.
Updated the statistics and screenshots for Lending Club Analysis.
Revised Connect questions for problems and labs.

Chapter 2
Improved and clarified the discussion of relational databases,
including updated figures.
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Expanded the discussion of different RDBMS (Access, SQLite, and
SQL Server).
Improved discussion of Excel and SQL. The brief introduction to how
to use SQL now has its own place in a dedicated appendix at the end
of the text, and it has been vastly expanded to teach beginners how
to write queries.
Expanded the discussion on data quality.
Added a brief discussion of ETL v. ELT.
Improved labs for clarity and a better learning experience, particularly
Labs 2-1, 2-2, and 2-4.

Chapter 3
Reorganized chapter structure to follow the descriptive, diagnostic,
predictive, and prescriptive approaches to Data Analytics.
New exhibits and examples to illustrate analytics approaches.
Removed previous edition flowchart for model selection.
Additional explanation and examples of each of the methods and
approaches.
Improved labs for clarity.

Chapter 4
Updated the opening vignette.
Improved the discussion on the differences between qualitative and
quantitative data and the discussion of the normal distribution.
Improved and clarified how to select a visualization based on the four
chart types (qualitative vs. quantitative and declarative vs.
exploratory).
 
Updated the discussion on the Gartner Quadrant to take
into account Gartner’s January 2019 analysis of BI tools (focusing on



Excel and Tableau).
Extended the discussion on written and spoken communication.
Added a lab to work with visualizing data and creating dashboards in
Power BI to interactively compare the tool with Tableau.

Chapter 5
Expanded discussion on the modern data environment.
Included additional examples of the Audit Data Standard.
Improved and clarified content to match the focus on descriptive,
diagnostic, predictive, and prescriptive analytics.
New labs (5-1 and 5-2) that have students transform data using a
common data model.
Improved existing labs.

Chapter 6
Clarified chapter content to match the focus on descriptive,
diagnostic, predictive, and prescriptive analytics.
Improved labs.

Chapter 7
Clarified chapter content and provided additional new exhibits and
examples, such as variance analysis.
Improved labs.

Chapter 8
Reorganized chapter content to focus on financial statement analysis
using descriptive, diagnostic, predictive, and prescriptive approaches.
Added new content on common size and ratio analysis.
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Improved discussion of XBRL data.
Improved XBRL dataset (in Lab 8-4), accessible via Microsoft Access
and included options to do analysis in Excel.

Chapter 9
All-new chapter on tax analytics, including examples of tax data, tax
analysis, tax planning, and tax visualizations.

Chapter 10
All-new basic project chapter that explores the order-to-cash and
procure-to-pay cycles from different user perspectives.

Chapter 11
All-new advanced project chapter, estimating sales returns at
Dillard’s with three question sets highlighting descriptive and
exploratory analysis, hypothesis testing, and predictive analytics.

 

Appendixes
Several all-new appendixes have been added to ease the lab
experience and introduce tools used or mentioned throughout the text:

Appendix A: Basic Statistics Tutorial.
Appendix B: Accessing the Excel Data Analysis Toolpak.
Appendix C: Excel (Formatting, Sorting, Filtering, and PivotTables).
Appendix D: SQL Part 1. This tutorial introduces the SQL language
for extracting data and explains the following SQL syntax: SELECT,
FROM, INNER JOIN, ON, WHERE, GROUP BY, HAVING, ORDER
BY.



Appendix E: SQLite. We have added SQLite files as an option for
each lab that uses Microsoft Access. This lab explains how to
download SQLite and how to use the tool.
Appendix F: Power Query. This appendix contains a short tutorial on
transforming data using Power Query. How to access data files on
the University of Arkansas’ remote desktop is also discussed.
Appendix G: Tableau.
Appendix H: SQL Part 2: On the heels of learning Tableau, students
learn about more complex joins—LEFT and RIGHT.
Appendix I: Power BI.
Appendix J: Dillard’s ER Diagram.
Appendix K: Data Dictionaries.


